PUBLIC NOTICE

Notice of Entry into Ohio EPA’s RCRA and VAP MOA Track

[Name of Volunteer] (\[Name of Property\])

Notice is hereby given that on \[date submitted to / received by Ohio EPA\], \[name of Volunteer\] submitted to the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (“Ohio EPA”) a Notice of Entry in the RCRA and Voluntary Action Program Memorandum of Agreement Track (the “RCRA and VAP MOA Track”). The \[name of Volunteer’s\] Notice of Entry identifies the \[formal name of property\] also known as the \[property’s common name, if any\], at \[give property’s address or a description of its location, as appropriate\], as the property to undergo a voluntary action through the RCRA and VAP MOA Track.

The RCRA and VAP MOA Track was established by the United States Environmental Protection Agency and Ohio EPA on November 8, 2007 to promote the cleanup and redevelopment of contaminated or potentially contaminated properties (“Brownfields”) in Ohio. The RCRA and VAP MOA supersedes the VAP MOA which was established by the two agencies on July 31, 2001.

The Notice of Entry, along with other documents regarding the voluntary action at the property, will be made available for public inspection at the \[name of the established document repository\], at \[street address, city, county, phone number\], in accordance with the RCRA and VAP MOA.

If you have questions concerning the Notice of Entry or would like to review or obtain a copy of the Notice of Entry, please contact the Records Management Officer, Ohio EPA, Division of Emergency and Remedial Response, Voluntary Action Program, 50 West Town St., Suite 700, P.O. Box 1049, Columbus, OH 43216-1049, or by telephone at (614) 644-2924.